
Notes on Collaborative Presentations 
 
I’m writing this document because I have realized that my instructions for the collaborative 
presentation are incredibly unclear and problematic, and I’d like to clarify them here. 
 
Matt and Ben did an excellent job, and they followed my directions, perfectly. But my directions 
were bad and misleading. So let me be a little clearer about what I’m aiming at with this 
assignment: 
 
When I said that presentations should “[introduce] two critical preoccupations with the assigned 
primary texts as evidenced by recently published scholarship,” I did not mean: “introduce two 
recent essays about the assigned text.” I can totally see how it looked like I meant that, though.  
 
I was aiming to get you to do a wide sweep of recent books and monographs about the primary 
text and then summarize two topics/concerns/questions a wide variety of scholars seem to be 
focusing on now when it comes to that novel. I do not want you to look for sources specifically 
tailored to the class theme on fictionality. I want you to look at all the sources. I’m glad it turned 
out that a lot of work on Otranto right now is about fictionality, but I honestly didn’t expect that 
to be the case. And I’m somewhat intrigued by the fact that there doesn’t seem to be very much 
work going on right now at all that’s concerned with Otranto and the form/genre of the novel. 
 
But what I imagined you’d do was this: you would go to the library’s website and simply search 
for the title of the novel in the QuickSearch bar and arrange your results in reverse chronological 
order (date:newest), showing the most recent publications at the top.  
 
For Otranto, this would kick up sources like: Hogle’s essay on Walpole, Gothic imagery, and 
Polidori (and three other essays throughout the years by Hogle: one on hyper-reality in Otranto 
and two on Otranto in Romantic contexts); Kantor’s essay on Walpole and finance; Ludeke’s 
essay on the Gothic and mimesis; Lindfield’s essay on John Carter’s illustrations of heraldry and 
the novel; the excellent essay by Gjerlevsen on fictionality and the Gothic that Matt discussed; 
Haggerty’s essay on portraiture and Otranto; Otto’s essay on drama and disorientation in 
Otranto; Kareem’s chapter on “suspending the reader” in Otranto in her book on wonder; Ding’s 
wonderful essay on the Gothic that Ben discussed; Molesworth’s essay on time in the Gothic; my 
essay on manuscripts and history in Otranto; Shapira’s essay on corpses, stages, and Otranto; 
Dent’s essay on history and Otranto; Ennis and Oestreich’s essay on remediation in the Gothic; 
O’Keeffe’s essay on “strange but true” in the Gothic; Hamm’s essay on Hamlet and Otranto; 
Silver’s essay on Strawberry Hill and Gothic historiography; Farnell’s essay on “things” in the 
Gothic; Snodin’s edited collection on Strawberry Hill; Mack’s essay on things and history in 
Otranto; an essay on Otranto in an edited collection on “housing problems;” a couple of essays 
on Otranto in transatlantic contexts; an essay by Wall on Otranto and Shakespeare; a book by 
Chaplin on the Gothic and the law. 
 
Those are the 27 sources (out of around 175 sources, total, going back to 2007) that appear in the 
most reliable scholarly journals by folks who (with a little googling) can be confirmed as pretty 
solid, established scholars. And looking at these sources, I would say that the trends are as 
follows: 



 
• A lot of scholars are reading Otranto in art historical contexts, including especially: 

architectural history, illustrations, painting, imagery (6 sources, including a whole entire 
edited collection) 

• A lot of scholars are reading Otranto for what it reveals about historiography (7 sources) 
• A lot of scholars are reading Otranto for what it reveals about mimesis, fictionality, or 

factuality (7 sources) 
• A lot of scholars are investigating the novel’s relationship to drama/Shakespeare (4 

sources) 
• There’s some interest in how Otranto the novel itself moves through space and time: to 

America and into the Romantic period 
• A few essays are also interested in “things.” 

 
I would say (and you might notice from my quantifications) that there’s overlap here between 
studies that examine the novel’s art historical features, studies that consider how Otranto 
represents factualities/fictionalities, and studies that examine how it engages with history. This 
suggests a wider trend: Scholars seem to be asking, “What’s really realist about this novel?” 
 
You might also note that the trend has followed something of an arc: studies of things and 
history seem to have given way to studies of the novel’s fictionality and art, the latter 
(fictionality and art) now seem to dominate the field of scholarship on Otranto. That makes 
sense, I think. 
 
At first glance, these studies do seem to all fall together into a clump, while the studies of 
Walpole and drama stand as separate concerns, as do the studies of the Otranto’s reception in 
America and influence on the Romantics. But there’s some evidence that there’s slippage 
emerging between the studies of Walpole and drama and the studies of Otranto’s art, histories, 
fictionality. Maybe the two trends are converging.  
 
There are a few outliers: finances and law. 
 
So this information that I distilled above would be the first PowerPoint slide:  
 
Trends in Scholarship on Otranto: 
 

• Concerns about the novel’s mimetic or realist functions, including  
o how it relates to the pictorial arts as well as representations of architectural space 

and objects 
o its qualities of fictionality 
o its engagements with factuality or history 

• Concerns about the novel’s relationships to drama and, especially, to Shakespeare 
• Otranto’s reception in American and in the later 18th and early 19th centuries. 
• Outliers, but notable: Otranto and the law; Otranto and finances 

 
Slides 2-3, then, might include notable titles in the first big trend, summarizing or quoting or 
defining (or some combination of all three) from the sources themselves in order to describe the 



problems critics are trying to solve about the novel and to briefly preview their debates 
(including what they all seem to agree on and where they seem to part ways). 
 
Slide 4 might include notable titles in the second trend, thinking especially about how it relates 
(or might soon relate) to the first big trend, summarizing or quoting or defining (or some 
combination of all three) from these other sources themselves in order to describe the problems 
critics are trying to solve about the novel and to briefly preview their debates (including what 
they all seem to agree on and where they seem to part ways). 
 
Slide 5, finally, will include your two questions based on this information.  
 
You should aim to keep the presentation under 15 minutes; for a quick reference – that’s about 7 
double-spaced pages of typed script, max.  
 
Your bibliography shouldn’t include any eighteenth-century or primary sources (I know! Right! 
This is very unusual for me, of all people, to say!). Your bibliography, though, should be isolated 
in this recent scholarship, listing the titles that you think are the best ones your peers should 
consult when writing their papers. And I would like the presentation to be collaborative: to the 
best of your ability, don’t divvy up the work where one person reads some things and the other 
person reads completely different things – I mean, you can do that, but then you need to find 
commonalities between the things that you read and emphasize those commonalities, 
synthesizing information together. It makes more sense, then, for one of you to present one trend 
and the other one to present the other trend, I think. And these are trends, not readings of specific 
or individual sources.   
 
Again. Matt and Ben did an excellent, excellent job – especially with bad instructions in hand. I 
really appreciated their work and their insights; I was proud of their professionalism and 
scholarly chops; I learned a lot from their presentations; they deserve high praise. But I did 
realize that I didn’t do a great job explaining what I was looking for. I hope this helps. 
 
 


